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Policy Statement 2017-3 
 
Weigh-In 
 
During each game day, teams shall meet and verify players from the opposing team.  For clarity, the rules are 
repeated below following this brief guidance on sportsmanship and team respect.  Please consider the 
following: 
 

1. Each team shall arrive on time. 
 

2. Each team shall arrive with their certified roster including pictures for their team as well as the 
opposing team. 
 

3. Each team shall have designated a coach to conduct weigh in.  Any coach may conduct this weigh in 
from assistant coach to head coach or director. 
 

4. Each coach has the RIGHT to weigh each and every participant. 
 

5. Each coach has the RIGHT to see each participants face without a helmet on. 
 

6. Each coach has the RIGHT to ask each participant a question to verify his name, number, or birthdate. 
 

7. Each coach shall take any notes that are needed for record of overweight, any number changes, or if 
the participant moves from one division to the next division. 
 

8. The home team shall provide an acceptable scale according to the EWFL rules and a calibration 
weight.  The visiting team shall similarly have available a second calibration weight. 
 

9. Each coach shall be respectful and courteous of the other. 
 

10. Each coach must KNOW and FOLLOW the EWFL rules.  Remember that this day is about the KIDS. 
 
Any reported violations of these items are considered unsportsmanlike and will be managed in accordance 
with league enforcement procedures. 
 
 

*     *     *     *    * 
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Rule Excerpts.. 
Age is determined as of August 1st of the current season1.  

Teams Ages Weight Limit Overweight Allowance 

Mini-Mites 6-8 105 lbs No Allowance 

Mighty Mites 9-10 125 lbs + 10 lbs (see restrictions) 

Pee Wee 11-12 150 lbs + 10 lbs (see restrictions) 

NOTES:   

1. Gym shorts and jersey are required to weigh in. 
2. Players are allowed one (1) additional pound if games are played on Sunday (in the event of postponement or 

rainout of Saturday games) 
Weight Restrictions 
The overweight allowance (OWA) is restricted as follows: 

• A maximum of four (4) OWA players are allowed on the field per team at one time. 
• Each OWA player shall bear a prominent FLOURESCENT GREEN  stripe on their respective helmet.  

The FLOURESCENT GREEN stripe shall be prominent and visible from the sidelines. 
• OWA players may only play in positions between the ends (defensively in the “C” gap) including the 

tackle position.  In the event an offensive end is not present, the OWA may line up in an outside shade.  
OWA players may not carry the ball and in any instance where an OWA recovers a fumble or intercepts 
the ball, the play is immediately blown dead.  OWA players may not play in the linebacker position and 
must be down (3 pt or 4 pt) on defense. OWA players may not play on either Kickoff or Kickoff Return 
teams. 

Weigh In Requirements 
A player shall weigh with a jersey and gym shorts at a minimum.  A player close to the weight limit may weigh-
in at any time prior to normal team weigh-in by any coach, assistant coach or director of the opposing team on 
game day, so the player has the opportunity to have food and fluids after weight is made.  In the event of playoff 
games, the hosting organization director (if of a different team), the EWFL Board or the opposing team’s coach, 
assistant coach, or director may conduct a weigh in.   Example: A Pee Wee player may weigh in at the same time 
as the Mini or Mighty Mites or at the convenience of an opposing coach to witness the weigh in.  If he does not 
make weight at this time, he may try again during the regular weigh in.  In general, the intent is to allow kids to 
weigh in as soon as possible on game day that are close to weight limits.  Late weigh-ins may occur no later than 
the end of the 3rd quarter of the prior game.  Weigh-ins at normal time or late weigh-ins are final whereby if the 
player does not make weight, he or she may not play. 

Weigh In Violations 
No Coach or Organization Director shall request an opposing team to approve a player who does not meet the 
weight requirement for his league.  No coach or parent shall promote artificial weight loss products or dietary 
supplements (ie. diuretics, ex-lax, etc.)  Any complaint of this nature should be forwarded to the Conference 
Commissioner, then the League Commissioner for resolution. 

A successful weigh in includes any fractional weight on a digital scale and/or a bouncing balance beam in a 
traditional scale.  For example, a mighty mite may weigh 125.9 lbs on a digital scale and/or when set to 125 lbs 
on a balance scale; the beam may bounce off the top of the bar but not stay for a successful weigh-in. 

                                                            
1 A player that has a birthday on August 1st may be allowed to play (in the event that he is turning 13) however, a five (5) 
year old may not play. 
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